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of form, and medial
transition. Though one of the
most frequently-cited works of
Weimar culture, Kurtz’s
groundbreaking work, which is
on a par with Siegfried
Kracauer’s From Caligari to
Hitler and Lotte Eisner’s The
Haunted Screen, has never been
The City (with bonus short
published in English. Its
story The Neighbor)
relevance and historical
HarperCollins
contexts are analyzed in a
Expressionism and Film,
concise afterword by the Swiss
originally published in
German in 1926, is not only a scholars Christian Kiening and
classic of film history, but Ulrich Johannes Beil.
Oddkins Penguin
also an important work from
Evil comes in frightening and familiar forms
the early phase of modern
in this terrifying novel from #1 New York
media history. Written with
Times bestselling author Dean Koontz.
analytical brilliance and
historical vision by a well- Once there was a girl who ran away and
joined a traveling carnival. She married a
known contemporary of the
man she grew to hate—and gave birth to a
expressionist movement, it
captures Expressionism at the child she could never love. A child so
monstrous that she killed it with her own
time of its impending
conclusion—as an intersection hands... Twenty-five years later, Ellen
Harper has a new life, a new husband, and
of world view, resoluteness
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two normal children—Joey loves monster
movies and Amy is about to graduate from
high school. But their mother drowns her
secret guilt in alcohol and prayer. The time
has come for Amy and Joey to pay for her
sins, because the carnival is coming back to
town...
The Night Window Virgin Books Limited
'Somebody!' I half-sob and then, more
quietly, 'Please.' The words seem absorbed by
the afternoon heat, lost amongst the trees. In
their aftermath, the silence descends again. I
know then that I’m not going anywhere...
Sean is on the run. We don't know why and
we don't know from whom, but we do know
he's abandoned his battered, blood-stained
car in the middle of an isolated part of rural
France at the height of a sweltering summer.
Desperate to avoid the police, he takes to the
parched fields and country lanes but his leg is
caught in a vicious animal trap. Near
unconscious from pain and loss of blood, he
is freed and taken in by two women daughters of the owner of a rundown local
farm with its ramshackle barn, blighted
vineyard and the brooding lake. And it's then
that Sean's problems really start... This nailshredder of a thriller - like the fiction of Nicci
French or Gillian Flynn - holds you from the
beginning, tightening its grip as the story
unfurls and shocks you with its final twist.

the terrifying truth awaits...
Ashley Bell Thomas & Mercer
The #1 New York Times–bestselling
author’s visually stunning story about
a magical band of living toys who learn
to overcome their fears. Toymaker
Isaac Bodkins created the Oddkins, a
group of living toys, for very special
children who face difficulties in life
and need true friends. There’s Amos,
the brave stuffed bear; Skippy, the
rabbit who dreams of being a
superstar; Butterscotch, the gentle,
floppy-eared pup; Burl the elephant;
the wise and scholarly Gibbons; and
Patch the cat. The Oddkins are given
to children to inspire, support, and
love them, especially during times of
adversity. Only now, the toys
themselves are the ones who need
help. Before he dies, Mr. Bodkins
delivers a dire warning to Amos the
bear: Watch out for an evil toymaker
and his dangerous creations! Locked
up in the dark sub-basement, another
group of toys is climbing out of boxes
and crates and coming to life as well.
These bad toys—like Rex and Lizzie,
the puppets with no strings; Gear, the
vicious robot; and Stinger, the horrid
buzzing bumblebee with his knifesharp stinger—were made to hurt
children, not help them. Leering,
laughing, and deadly, they are let loose
Intensity St. Martin's Press
into the world by a terrifying force.
“The plot twists ingeniously...an engaging,
Frightening as it may be, the Oddkins
often chilling book.”—The New York Times
Book Review A writer in California. A doctor must go on a journey to find Colleen
in Boston. A motel owner and his employee in Shannon, Mr. Bodkins’s chosen
Nevada. A priest in Chicago. A robber in New successor as a life-giving toymaker
and the only person who can save
York. A little girl in Las Vegas. They’re a
them. The stormy night is perilous and
handful of people from across the country,
the Oddkins face a danger that
living through eerie variations of the same
threatens not only their magic . . . but
nightmare. A dark memory is calling out to
the magic in us all.
them. And soon they will be drawn together,
deep in the heart of a sprawling desert, where Stone Bruises Bantam
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THE FIRST NOVEL IN THE NEW
action and emotion.”—Pittsburgh PostYORK TIMES BESTSELLING JANE
Gazette “The Silent Corner is vintage
HAWK SERIES Meet Jane Hawk—a
Dean Koontz: paranoia-fueled suspense
remarkable new heroine certain to
. . . sleek and highly realized action,
become an icon of suspense. “This
developed characters, and more twists
gripping thriller grabs readers from the and turns than any two ordinary novels
first few pages and sweeps them along combined. . . . As relevant to current
to the rousing finale.”—Booklist “I very
events as it is audacious . . . amongst
much need to be dead.” These are the Dean Koontz’s finest contemporary
chilling words left behind by a man who work.”—Mystery Scene “A proven
had everything to live for—but took his specialist in action scenes, Koontz pulls
own life. In the aftermath, his widow, off some doozies here. . . . The book is
Jane Hawk, does what all her grief,
full of neat touches. . . . And the prose,
fear, and fury demand: find the truth,
as always in a Koontz novel, is firstno matter what. People of talent and
rate. Perhaps Koontz’s leanest,
accomplishment, people admired and
meanest thriller, this initial entry in a
happy and sound of mind, have been
new series introduces a smart,
committing suicide in surprising
appealing heroine who can outthink as
numbers. When Jane seeks to learn
well as outshoot the baddest of bad
why, she becomes the most-wanted
dudes.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred
fugitive in America. Her powerful
review)
Life Expectancy Createspace Independent
enemies are protecting a secret so
important—so terrifying—that they will Publishing Platform
exterminate anyone in their way. But THE MUST-READ RICHARD & JUDY
all their power and viciousness may not BOOK CLUB PICK. Chilling, moving and
unputdownable, The Memory Wood is a
be enough to stop a woman as clever
thriller like no other. 'Beautifully told,
as they are cold-blooded, as relentless
with two superbly drawn young
as they are ruthless—and who is driven protagonists, Lloyd is a rare new thriller
by a righteous rage they can never
talent' Daily Mail 'Superbly creepy, with
comprehend. Because it is born of love. an unexpected twist' Guardian
Don’t miss any of Dean Koontz’s
************* Elijah has lived in the
gripping Jane Hawk thrillers: THE
Memory Wood for as long as he can
SILENT CORNER • THE
remember. It's the only home he's ever
known. Elissa has only just arrived. And
WHISPERING ROOM • THE
she'll do everything she can to escape.
CROOKED STAIRCASE • THE
When Elijah stumbles across thirteenFORBIDDEN DOOR • THE NIGHT
WINDOW Praise for The Silent Corner year-old Elissa, in the woods where her
abductor is hiding her, he refuses to alert
“Gripping . . . The paranoia and
the police. Because in his twelve years,
mystery increase as the story unfolds.
Elijah has never had a proper friend. And
. . . Koontz has created [a] wonderful he doesn't want Elissa to leave. Not only
character in Jane Hawk. . . . Koontz
that, Elijah knows how this can end. After
rocks it again.”—Associated Press “Inall, Elissa isn't the first girl he's found
this era of stingy text-message prose, inside the Memory Wood. As her
Mr. Koontz is practically Shakespeare. abductor's behaviour grows more erratic,
. . . The Silent Corner brims with both chess prodigy Elissa realises that
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outwitting strange, lonely Elijah is her only warriors who advanced a more effective
hope of survival. Their cat-and-mouse
method than waging war for providing
game of deception and betrayal will
national and global security. This
determine both their fates, and whether
pragmatic and richly instructive book
either of them will ever leave the Memory shows how we can become active citizens
Wood . . . ************* Praise for Sam
with the skills and strength to defeat
Lloyd 'An intense, atmospheric, and truly injustice and end all war.
original thriller' Shari Lapena, author of
Gef rchtet Indiana University Press
The Couple Next Door 'Remarkable.
Mal wieder ein Glauser-Krimi.Im
Stunning prose and compulsive reading.
Gerzensteiner Wald, wird der
It's undoubtedly the best thriller I've read Handelsreisende Witschi erschossen
in a long, long time' Lesley Kara, author of aufgefunden. Der Verdacht f llt sofort
The Rumour 'I haven't read anything quite auf die in einer Baumschule
this exciting since Room. You think all the besch ftigten Ex-Str flinge. Als einer
stories have been told, then something like von Ihnen, Erwin Schlumpf, der auch noch
this comes along' Emma Curtis, author of ein Liebesverh ltnis mit der Tochter des
The Night You Left 'Brilliant writing, a
Ermordeten hat, beim Wechseln einer 100
terrifying story, and characters so real it Franken-Note gesehen wird und flieht,
feels like you know them. If you enjoy
scheint alles klar. Studer wird Beauftragt
dark, twisty thrillers that stay with you,
den Fl chtigen zu verhaften, was im auch
read this book' Samantha Downing, author gelingt und er bringt ihn in
of My Lovely Wife Readers love The
Untersuchungshaft auf dem Schlo
Memory Wood 'A very clever
Thun.Den Versuch von Schlumpf, sich in
psychological thriller. Dark, creepy and
der Zelle zu Erh ngen kann Studer im
intense.' ***** 'Deliciously dark... fresh
letzten Moment verhindern. Was als
and imaginative.' ***** 'The twists and
Schuldbekenntnis ausgelegt werden
turns in The Memory Wood will astound. k nnte, berzeugt Studer von
This book is undoubtedly the best I've
Schlumpf's Unschuld und sein Kampf, das
read this year.' ***** __________ **** THE auch zu beweisen, beginnt .Have fun. Wie
RISING TIDE, Sam Lloyd's electrifying
blich, Cover von ravenne!
new thriller, is available now****
Elsewhere Easton Studio Press,
The Forbidden Door Bantam
LLC
Over two thousand years ago, Sun Tzu
For one man, facing his own murder
wrote The Art of War. In today’s struggle
is not as terrifying as surviving it in
to stop war, terrorism, and other global
this blistering novel of suspense
problems, West Point graduate Paul K.
from #1 New York Times
Chappell offers new and practical
solutions in his pioneering book, The Art bestselling author Dean Koontz. A
of Waging Peace. By sharing his own
brutal killer known as “The
personal struggles with childhood trauma,
Butcher” is stalking women in New
racism, and berserker rage, Chappell
York City. When the police enlist
explores the anatomy of war and peace,
the help of clairvoyant Graham
giving strategies, tactics, and leadership
Harris, the horrifying images of the
principles to resolve inner and outer
conflict. Chappell explains from a military Butcher’s crimes replay in Harris’s
perspective how Gandhi and Martin
mind—sometimes even at the
Luther King Jr. were strategic geniuses,
moment they are happening. Then
more brilliant and innovative than any
he sees the most terrifying vision of
general in military history, courageous
history.itead.cc by guest
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all—that of his own murder. Harris be challenged. For Tim Carrier is the one
man who can save an innocent life and
and his girlfriend soon find
stop a killer as relentless as evil incarnate.
themselves trapped on the fortieth
But first he must discover resources
floor of a deserted office building.
within himself that will transform his idea
The guards have been killed, the
of who he is and what it takes to be the
elevators shut down, and the
good guy. BONUS: This edition contains
an excerpt from Dean Koontz's The City.
stairways blocked. The only way
out is to climb down the sheer face Odd Thomas Bantam
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jane
of the building. Otherwise they'll
Hawk—who dazzled readers in The Silent
become the Butcher’s next victims. Corner and The Whispering Room—faces
To Draw Closer to God Penguin
The year is 1597. For nearly a decade,
the island of Britain has been under
the rule of King Philip in the name of
Spain. The citizenry live under an
enforced curfew—and in fear of the
Inquisition’s agents, who put heretics
to the torch in public displays. And
with Queen Elizabeth imprisoned in the
Tower of London, the British have no
symbol to unite them against the
enemy who occupies their land.
William Shakespeare has no interest in
politics. His passion is writing for the
theatre, where his words bring
laughter and tears to a populace afraid
to speak out against the tyranny of the
Spanish crown. But now Shakespeare
is given an opportunity to pen his
greatest work—a drama that will incite
the people of Britain to rise against
their persecutors—and change the
course of history.

the fight of her life, against the threat of a
lifetime, in this electrifying thriller by #1
New York Times bestselling suspense
master Dean Koontz. “I could be dead
tomorrow. Or something worse than
dead.” Jane Hawk knows she may be
living on borrowed time. But as long as
she’s breathing, she’ll never cease her
one-woman war against the terrifying
conspiracy that threatens the
freedom—and free will—of millions. Battling
the strange epidemic of murder-suicides
that claimed Jane’s husband, and is
escalating across the country, has made
the rogue FBI agent a wanted fugitive,
relentlessly hunted not only by the
government but by the secret cabal
behind the plot. Deploying every resource
their malign nexus of power and
technology commands, Jane’s enemies
are determined to see her dead . . . or
make her wish she was. Jane’s ruthless
pursuers can’t stop her from drawing a
bead on her prey: a cunning man with
connections in high places, a twisted soul
The Face Bantam
of unspeakable depths with an army of
Timothy Carrier is an ordinary guy who
professional killers on call. Propelled by
enjoys a beer after work. But tonight is no
her righteous fury and implacable
ordinary night. Instead, Tim will face a
insistence on justice, Jane will make her
terrifying decision: Help or run. For the
way from southern Southern California to
jittery stranger sitting beside him at the
the snow-swept slopes of Lake Tahoe to
bar has mistaken Tim for someone
confront head-on the lethal forces arrayed
else—and passes him a manila envelope
against her. But nothing can prepare her
stuffed with cash and the photo of a
for the chilling truth that awaits when she
pretty woman. “Ten thousand. The rest
descends the crooked staircase to the
when she’s gone.” Now everything Tim
dark and dreadful place where her long
thinks he knows—even about himself—will
nightmare was born. Don’t miss any of
history.itead.cc by guest
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Dean Koontz’s gripping Jane Hawk
erh lt sie eine unmissverst ndliche
thrillers: THE SILENT CORNER • THE Warnung: Ein Unbekannter dringt in ihr
WHISPERING ROOM • THE CROOKED
Haus ein und bedroht ihren Sohn. Jemand
STAIRCASE • THE FORBIDDEN DOOR M chtiges scheint dahinterzustecken. Da
• THE NIGHT WINDOW Praise for The Jane nicht mehr weiß, wem sie trauen
Crooked Staircase “An absorbing thriller kann, geht sie in den Untergrund.
full of fresh touches . . . Writing his
Getrieben von dem Willen, ihre Familie zu
unusual heroine, Koontz keeps the pages sch tzen und den Tod ihres Mannes zu
alive with attitude as well as action. . . .
r chen, macht sie die J ger nun zu
For Hawk, who is as fearless as she is
Gejagten. GEHETZT Die allseits beliebte
beautiful, no obstacle is too great,
Lehrerin Cora Gundersun beendet ihr
especially with the well-being of her
Leben und das vieler Unschuldiger in
hidden-away five-year-old son on her
einem riesigen Feuerball. Als sp ter nach
mind.”—Kirkus Reviews “Spellbinding . . .Hinweisen f r ihre Tat gesucht wird,
Beautifully plotted and written with
findet man ein Tagebuch, das nur den
notable care and flare . . . The Hawk
Schluss zul sst, dass die T terin
series . . . is among [Koontz’s] best
geisteskrank war. Jane Hawk weiß es
work.”—Booklist (starred review)
besser - hat sich ihr Mann doch ebenfalls
“Unrelenting . . . [Jane] rivets readers’ aus heiterem Himmel das Leben
attention. . . . Michael Crichton fans and
genommen. Auf ihrer Suche nach
thriller aficionados who appreciate a fierce Antworten hat sie eine Verschw rung bis
female protagonist . . . should be urged to in h chste Regierungskreise entdeckt meet Jane Hawk.”—Library Journal
und jagt nun deren Hinterm nner.
The Funhouse MTV Books
Mittlerweile ist die FBI-Agentin die
FROM THE WINNER OF THE CWA
meistgesuchte Person der USA. Doch ihre
INTERNATIONAL DAGGER 2010 FOR
m chtigen Gegner haben nicht damit
THE DARKEST ROOM 'A compelling and gerechnet, dass Jane bereit ist, alles zu
scary psychological thriller' - Sunday
riskieren, um die Wahrheit ans Licht zu
Mirror Who amongst us can really say
bringen. GEF RCHTET Als Ex-FBIthey’re sane? Jan has just started
Agentin Jane Hawk im Tod ihres Mannes
working at the Dell nursery. But this is no ermittelte, stieß sie auf eine
normal nursery. It’s linked to a highVerschw rung von h chstem Ausmaß:
security asylum by a dimly-lit
Eine elit re Gruppe, die Arkadier, haben
underground tunnel, which is used for the sich vorgenommen, die USA nach ihren
children to visit their parents. Who are
Vorstellungen umzugestalten. Dazu nutzen
some of the most dangerous psychopaths sie Nano-Kontrollmechanismen, die ihrem
in the country. And Jan has complicated
Opfer den freien Willen rauben. Die
reasons for being here. There’s
sogenannten »Angepassten« f hren aus,
something he’s not telling people about was ihnen gesagt wird - und wenn es der
his past. And there’s someone in the
eigene Selbstmord ist. Immer mehr
asylum who he really wants to see . . .
Arkadier f rchten die Enttarnung durch
The Crooked Staircase Bantam
Jane. Je h her sie in deren R nge
SUIZID Der r tselhafte Selbstmord ihres vorst ßt, desto gef hrlicher wird es f r
Mannes ist nur der Anfang eines
sie - und ihren f nfj hrigen Sohn Travis.
ungeahnten Albtraumes: Auf der Suche
Zero Hour in Phnom Penh HarperCollins
nach einer Erkl rung f r seinen Tod
The late service dog and "co-blogger" of
entdeckt FBI-Agentin Jane Hawk einen
best-selling novelist Dean Koontz shares
landesweiten Anstieg unerkl rlicher
a collection of lessons about living life to
Suizide. Als sie der Spur weiterfolgt,
the fullest and finding joy in everyday
history.itead.cc by guest
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experiences.

immer zahlreicher. Nicht mehr nur die
Watchers Open Road Media
Arkadier sind hinter ihr her. Auch ein
Meet Odd Thomas, the unassuming Mafiaboss aus Vegas hat es auf ihren
Sohn abgesehen, um Jane unter seine
young hero of Dean Koontz’s
Kontrolle zu bringen. Doch Jane ist den
dazzling New York Times
bestseller, a gallant sentinel at the B sen gef hrlich nah auf der Spur
und sie ist bereit sich selbst zu opfern,
crossroads of life and death who
um sie endg ltig zu Fall zu bringen.
offers up his heart in these pages
Der finale Band der Jane-Hawk-Reihe!
and will forever capture yours.
Stagecoach to Tombstone Bantam
“The dead don’t talk. I don’t knowIn ELSEWHERE, master storyteller
why.” But they do try to
Dean Koontz, has created a brilliant
communicate, with a short-order
and terrifying speculative thriller with
cook in a small desert town serving hat-tips to George Orwell, Ray
as their reluctant confidant.
Bradbury and HG Wells.

Sometimes the silent souls who
seek out Odd want justice.
Occasionally their otherworldly tips
help him prevent a crime. But this
time it’s different. A stranger
comes to Pico Mundo, accompanied
by a horde of hyena-like shades
who herald an imminent
catastrophe. Aided by his soul mate,
Stormy Llewellyn, and an unlikely
community of allies that includes
the King of Rock ’n’ Roll, Odd will
race against time to thwart the
gathering evil. His account of these
shattering hours, in which past and
present, fate and destiny, converge,
is a testament by which to live—an
unforgettable fable for our time
destined to rank among Dean
Koontz’s most enduring works.

, said the shotgun to the head.
HarperCollins
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
• Jane Hawk—fiction’s most
relentless, resourceful, stunning
new heroine—continues her battle
against a murderous conspiracy in
the riveting sequel to The Silent
Corner. “No time to delay. Do what
you were born to do. Fame will be
yours when you do this.” These are
the words that ring in the mind of
mild-mannered, beloved
schoolteacher Cora Gundersun—just
before she takes her own life, and
many others’, in a shocking act of
carnage. When the disturbing
contents of her secret journal are
discovered, it seems certain that
she must have been insane. But
The Good Guy Penguin
Jane Hawk knows better. In the
Gejagt, Gef rchtet, im Kampf f r die wake of her husband’s inexplicable
Gerechtigkeit –Jetzt schl gt Jane
suicide—and the equally mysterious
Hawk zur ck und bringt die Arkadier deaths of scores of other exemplary
zu Fall Ex-FBI-Agentin Jane Hawk
individuals—Jane picks up the trail of
befindet sich immer noch auf der
a secret cabal of powerful players
Flucht. Doch im Kampf gegen die
who think themselves above the law
Arkadier ist sie nicht l nger allein.
and beyond punishment. But the
Aber auch Janes Gegner werden
history.itead.cc by guest
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ruthless people bent on hijacking
fi/thriller elements that make it so
America’s future for their own
much fun to read.”—Bookreporter
monstrous ends never banked on a
highly trained FBI agent willing to
go rogue—and become the nation’s
most wanted fugitive—in order to
derail their insidious plans to gain
absolute power with a terrifying
technological breakthrough. Driven
by love for her lost husband and by
fear for the five-year-old son she
has sent into hiding, Jane Hawk has
become an unstoppable predator.
Those she is hunting will have
nowhere to run when her shadow
falls across them. Don’t miss any of
Dean Koontz’s gripping Jane Hawk
thrillers: THE SILENT CORNER •
THE WHISPERING ROOM • THE
CROOKED STAIRCASE • THE
FORBIDDEN DOOR • THE NIGHT
WINDOW Praise for The Whispering
Room “Koontz has never exactly
shied away from complex characters
or situations. And this situation gets
very complex indeed, as Jane
pursues the people behind the
conspiracy with the kind of singleminded relentlessness that makes
the book absolutely spellbinding. As
good as The Silent Corner was, this
one’s even better. . . . Koontz is on
another roll with a new series that
boasts a juicy premise and a
compelling star. . . . Pure
gold.”—Booklist (starred review) “A
deeply layered, satisfying thriller
that is character-driven and nearly
impossible to put down . . . grounded
in many real-world, current issues .
. . [The Whispering Room] never
loses sight of the classic political/scihistory.itead.cc by guest
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